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Abstract: Airborne multispectral and hyperspectral remote sensing is a powerful tool for
environmental monitoring applications. In this paper we describe a new system (ASPIS)
composed by a 4-CCD spectral sensor, a thermal IR camera and a laser altimeter that is
mounted on a flexible Sky-Arrow airplane. A test application of the multispectral sensor to
estimate durum wheat quality is also presented.
Keywords: airborne remote sensing, CCD, interferential filters, wheat quality, red edge.

1. Introduction
Airborne remote sensing has emerged as an important and powerful tool for environmental
monitoring applications, particularly when temporal, spectral or geometric resolutions are important.
Despite new high performances satellite sensors are available (e.g. QuickBird, CHRIS, Hyperion,
Formsat-2), airborne sensors can still acquire data with geometric resolution that can not be obtained
from satellite platforms (in particular temporal and spatial resolutions). The number of sensors
commercially available is increasing as hyperspectral instruments are becoming widely used in remote
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sensing applications, ranging from surface reflectance determination to radiative transfer models
inversion [1-4]. These sensors are typically based on 2D line scanners that sample 2D data-lines
perpendicular to the flight direction, while the aircraft forward movement drives the shift between two
following lines. Such an architecture requires, in order to geo-correct each pixel, a very precise attitude
and position determination for each scanning line, and the application of complex software procedures.
The resulting geometric resolution and accuracy depends on the accuracy of such navigation data.
Typically geometric resolution hardly go below 0.5 – 1 m to avoid the risk of having gaps between
adjacent lines. Those characteristics restrict the use of line scanners to specialized groups mainly
involved in research activities rather than in commercial application. In addition, this type of sensors
requires large aerial platforms to host the instrument and related devices, something that necessarily
leads to a substantial cost increase.
Multi spectral systems based on digital photos are less expensive and simpler to use but also less
flexible, due to the limited number of acquisition bands and wavelengths that are often fixed and not
easily tunable. The minimum bandwidths of those systems are commonly between 10 and 20 nm
compared to the 1.5-2 nm available for hyperspectral sensors.
Multispectral sensors based on CCDs technology can acquire an entire image at a determined
spectral wavelength on one CCD at a time. Typically 3 or 4 CCDs are used, allowing the recording of
3-4 different spectral bands. The geometric processing of this kind of data requires typically the orthoprojection of the image that can be made manually based on GCP (ground control points) or
automatically using aircraft position and attitude data recorded at the time of the image acquisition.
The maximum number of spectral bands and their width restrict the application of such a system
compared to hyperspectral sensors but it is also important to consider that the most common vegetation
indices are commonly based on few spectral bands [5-7].
The availability of opto-electronic components has increased over the last few years with a series of
new high quality and low cost components which are simple to install and use. This is particularly true
in the imaging sector with new CCDs and cameras; products with resolutions of more than 6 M-pixels,
radiometric resolution of 12-14 bits and very high signal-to-noise ratio are available on the market.
Starting from these commercially available components, the Department of Forest Environment and
Resources (DISAFRI) of the University of Tuscia designed and built a new sensor, the Advanced
Spectroscopic Imaging System (ASPIS) with the aim of obtaining a flexible and simple-to-use
instrument, with relatively low maintenance and operational cost. Characteristics that were to limit
measurements precision and accuracy compared to other more expensive sensors, but that offer a
suitable alternative for a range of airborne remote sensing applications in which very high accuracy is
not necessary or at least not for both geometric and radiometric at the same time. The ASPIS system
was designed to support and make affordable a large number of application of airborne remote sensing
techniques with large potential benefits for the end users.
This paper describes the sensor and illustrates an initial test application. in which the quality of
durum wheat grains was based on the prediction of the nitrogen content of the foliage detected by
remote sensing. World durum wheat (Triticum durum Desf.) production is estimated to be
approximately 26 millions tons in 2005/06 [8] and Italy produced in 2005/06, 3.5 millions tons of
durum wheat mainly in the agricultural areas of Puglia and Sicilia regions in the southern part of the
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country. Wheat protein concentration has long been known as a significant determinant of both
nutritional [9] and dough qualities. Genetic differences in grain protein concentration among wheat
cultivars are considered as intrinsic factors to affect grain protein [10-14]. especially the nitrogen
transfer efficiency in the post-anthesis phase [15, 16]. Wheat leaves are the main source of amino acids
for grain protein synthesis [16-18]. In the application presented here, vegetation indices were used to
assess the nitrogen content of the canopy and the leaves with the basic idea that larger amino acids
availability in the foliage may drive an increase in grain protein content.
2. The ASPIS system
The ASPIS was designed and built by DISAFRI (University of Tuscia), together with private
companies like DTA s.r.l. (Pisa, Italy) and Optec s.p.a. (Milano, Italy) that built respectively the
cameras and the lens. ASPIS prototyping was funded by CORIAL (Consorzio Ricerche Alimentari,
Barilla Spa) and the Italian Minister of the University and Research with the aim of engineering a
flexible and low cost sensor to be used in combination with a crop simulation model developed by the
Institute of Biometeorology (IBIMET CNR; Firenze, Italy) that predicts yield and protein contents of
durum wheat at the national scale.
Figure 1. the ASPIS system: A: multispectral sensor, B: laser altimeter, C: thermal IR
camera, D: GPS, E: GPS Attitude. All the sensors are connected to the PC (F) and can
be controlled by the operator (G); in the dashed square the particular of one camera: 1:
Peltier cell, 2: CCD, 3: shutter, 4: wheel with filters, 5: lens.
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The main characteristics of the ASPIS system (figure 1) are the simple robust structure, flexibility,
low cost of realization and simple use. Flexibility and low cost also guided the choice of the aircraft
platform; ASPIS is in fact installed on a SKY ARROW 650 TC, a very small certified single engine
aircraft that will be later on in this paper (figure 5). The main component of ASPIS is a multispectral
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sensor based on 4 CCD cameras that is controlled by a dedicated software (Vision Pro, DTA s.r.l.). The
multispectral images are recorded on a compact industrial PC with a 12’’ LCD flat screen together with
all the other sensors that complete the system: a thermal IR camera FLIR SC500 with a CCD 320x240
and spectral sensitivity range from 7.5 µm to 13.0 µm, a laser altimeter Riegl LD90 with a range of
about 500 m and a pulse measurement frequency of 100 Hz and two GPS systems.
2.1. The multispectral sensor
The multispectral sensor is made of 4 digital camera, each one with a CCD, that acquire images at
the same time [19-21], a wheel with eight positions where it is possible to mount the interferential
filters, the shutters and the lens, that are connected to the PC through a multiplexer box. Data acquired
by the GPS systems are also registered to the PC. The whole system, weights about 40 kg, is directly
powered by a dedicated aircraft auxiliary alternator, while a small battery ensures power supply during
short time power deficits. All the instruments power lines are stabilized and filtered.
Each camera is made by a CCD Kodak KAF400e. This is a half inch Full Frame Transfer CCD with
768 x 512 pixels with a pixel dimension of 9 x 9 microns sensible in the spectral range 375 – 1000 nm.
The radiometric resolution is 14 bits and the CCDs are cooled using Peltier cells to reduce the noise.
There are two electro-mechanic shutters synchronized to obtain exposure time of about 1/1000 sec.
compared with the minimum exposure time of the single shutter that is about 1/500 sec. The electronic
shutter, faster then the electro-mechanic, were rejected because when the system was in development
they had a very low transmission efficiency.
Figure 2. one of the ASPIS sensor’s cameras.

The interferential filters, distributed by MiCos Italia GmbH (http://www.micos.it), are mounted on a
wheel with eight different positions (figure 3) that are user selectable during the flight through the
control software. The time interval to complete the filter positioning is 0.05 sec. The same software
allows setting other camera parameters such as exposure time independently for each of the four
channels, CCD gain and temperature of the Peltier’s cells.
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Figure 3: Spectral filter mounted on the 8 positions wheel.

The ASPIS’s lenses system is made of 4 retrofocus lenses manufactured to have as the smallest
distortion (15 cm length and 7 cm diameter) and robust enough to tolerate vibrations due to the aircraft,
a FOV of 38° (focal length of 12.5 mm) and a maximum diaphragm aperture of f/2.
2.1.1. Sensor calibration
Different calibrations procedures were applied on the system, concerning in particular the CCD, the
filters and the optics. Quantum efficiency of the CCDs were measured using a spectrometer with a
wavelength step of 12.5 nm. The results are shown in figure 4. Filters’ transmittance was also
measured using a spectrometer and the results varied between 65% and 85%. All the measured
characteristics of filters transmittance and CCD efficiency were used in the radiometric correction.
Figure 4. Measured quantum efficiency of the 4 CCD (average value and standard deviation).
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Another important set of tests was made on the optics to verify lens quality, quantum efficiency and
geometric distortion. In particular, the Modulation Transfer Function and the Mean Radial Distortion
Curve have shown good lens quality and the resulting equations are used in the geometric correction of
the images. Also the Spectral Transmittance Curve had a very low level of interference with
transmittance between 89.5 and 95% for the different wavelengths.
The ASPIS sensor is not yet radiometrically calibrated. It means that is not possible to obtain the
radiance to the sensor starting from the Digital Number using a general transformation function derived
experimentally. In the applications where radiance value is necessary to derive reflectance calculations,
targets on the ground are to be used.
2.2. GPS Attitude
Two GPS-based systems are installed onboard of the aircraft. The first (mod DG14, Astech, USA) is
a single frequency GPS unit that is used to acquire aircraft position and as synchronization source for
the cameras. Trigger signals generated by the GPS at a programmable frame rate (from 1Hz to 0.1 Hz)
are used to start the acquisition of each frame, so that very precise coupling between sensor position
and corresponding acquired image can be achieved. The second (mod ADU3, Astech, USA) is a 4
antennas vectorial system used to measure platform attitude angles (pitch, roll and heading). The
antennas are mounted on the wings, on the tail and on the front of the aircraft to form an array. Attitude
angles are logged at 1Hz frequency, and the synchronization with the acquired images is ensured by
matching during post-processing satellite clock information provided by the two GPS. The accuracy of
these measurements is ± 3.0 m for 3D position without differential correction, ± 0.12° (pitch and roll
angles) ± 0.06° (heading angle).
2.3. The platform
The ASPIS prototype system was designed for a Sky Arrow 650TC aircraft (figure 5), built by
Iniziative Industriali Italiane SpA (Rome, Italy). This aircraft, has two seats in line, high wings, a 1300
cc Rotax 912S engine that allows to fly with a cruise speed between 70 and 100 knots, with a range of
about 3.5 hours. The airplane has a very easy and flexible handling, it can take off and land from
relatively short grass runways, and can perform operational flights between 100 and 4000 meter asl.
The Sky Arrow was selected because it meets some important requirements needed to install remote
sensing instrumentation onboard: it has two downward looking openings, the first with a rectangular
shape of 215 x 235 mm, the second with a circular shape of 360 mm diameter, that allows the
mounting of multiple optic systems. In addition it has mounting plates to host all the other associated
instruments and electronics and it is equipped with two 12 VDC 20A power lines dedicated only to the
external equipment. The ASPIS sensor has been mounted on a shock absorber steel plate on the
rectangular trap door.
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Figure 5. The platform: Sky Arrow 650TC.

2.4. Deployment
The prototype described is capable of acquiring images in 4 different spectral bands selectable also
during the flight, with a sub-metric spatial resolution and good radiometric resolution. The images have
an overlap of about 2/3, characteristic that makes possible the use of the data acquired for stereo-view
and Digital Elevation Models generation.
Spatial resolution of the images is a function of the flight altitude. Depend on the aircraft altitude
range, the nadir pixel size varies between few centimetres to few meters. Examples of pixel sizes and
image dimensions as function of the flight height are presented, for normal operative flight conditions,
in Table 1.
Table 1. Nadir pixel sizes and image dimensions at ground as function of the flight height.
Flight height (m)
200
500
1000
1300
1500
2000

Nadir pixel size (m)
0.15
0.37
0.75
0.97
1.12
1.5

Image size (m)
115 x 77
288 x 192
575 x 383
747 x 498
862 x 575
1150 x 767

3. Application
In this paper we present an application of the ASPIS system that was made to assess the protein
content of durum wheat grains before harvest using remotely sensed information. Nitrogen and protein
contents are indeed an important parameter to assess the durum wheat quality and the final goal of the
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project was to test the applicability of remote sensing techniques to have an assessment of the durum
wheat quality at regional scale using reference calibration fields.
The basic assumption was that the protein content of the grains at maturity is intimately related to
nitrogen content of the upper canopy leaves [22-24], i.e. with their chlorophyll content [2, 25]. And
chlorophyll content is a parameter that can be directly assessed with the spectral reflectance in the red
and near infrared regions of the spectrum [26, 27].
The experimental activity has been divided in two phases: at first, an analysis of the spectral
reflectance using a portable spectrometer was made on different wheat fields with different wheat
cultivars and nitrogen fertilization levels; then, more vegetation indices were compared to choose the
ideal 4 spectral bands combinations to be use with the ASPIS sensor for the acquisition of images of
the calibration fields.
3.1. The calibration fields
Three calibration fields were created in the Puglia (south Italy) region (Foggia, Chieuti and
Cerignola municipalities). Field plots of 30 x 30 meters were divided in 12 sub-plots (15 x 5 meters)
(figure 6) in which 3 different durum wheat cultivars (Svevo, Simeto and Colosseo) were grown at 4
different nitrogen fertilization levels.: 0, 40, 80 and 120 Kg N ha-1. The three calibration fields were
used in 2002 to select the 4 spectral band combination to be later on used with the airborne sensor;
flights were then made in 2003 over the field plots in Cerignola.
Figure 6. The Cerignola calibration field.

3.2 Ground measurements
A handheld GER 3700 portable spectrometer was used to acquire wheat spectral signatures between
350 and 2500 nm. Four measurements were made for each sub-plot and plant samples were harvested
immediately after the measurements. Due to the field of view of the instrument (15 degree) and the
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measurement height (2 meters) the area investigated was 0.5 x 0.5 meters for each measurement point
and the plants were sampled within these areas.
Sampled material was then dried in an oven and 10 sub-sample were analyzed using a Near Infra
Red analyzer (FOSS NIR SYSTEM 6500) to measure the nitrogen content of the leaves [28]. The
average of the ten measurements was finally used to determine the mean protein value content (% of
dried matter) of each sample.
The measurements were made at different dates in April and leaf nitrogen content increased over
time up to a maximum reached at the end of the ear emergence stage [29] to be then translocated
towards the grains, during grain filling.
In order to investigate and choose the most appropriate vegetation index, only wavelengths that
could be possibly acquired by the ASPIS sensor were considered; in this way, the range was restricted
to visible and NIR up to 850 nm, where the CCD efficiency is 30%. A comparison between different
vegetation indices and the plants N content is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Vegetation indexes calculated [30-32].
Vegetation index
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
NPCI (Normalized difference pigment index)
PSR (Pigment simple ratio)
SIPI
Q [Area dRre_680-780]
nm [Length_max λre]
maxder [max dRre]

Calculation
(R780-R680)/(R780+R680)
(R430-R680)/(R430+R680)
R430/R680
(R445-R800)/(R445+R800)
area under the curve between 680 and 780
Red-edge flex point wavelength
Red-edge maximum derivative value

Generally, the normalized indices (NDVI and SIPI, less evident for the NPCI) had saturation
problems, as already reported elsewhere [33-36]. We found better relationships between leaf N content
and spectral indices using the PSR and other indices in the red-edge area. In particular with the last two
which are reported in Table 2, which are both based on the shape or slope of the reflectance curve
between 670 and 770 nm [37]. Those indices are in fact very sensitive to LAI and chlorophyll
concentration while they minimize the spectral noise due to soil background, atmosphere and solar
zenith angle [38-40]. For such reasons we decided to use a red-edge based index with the airborne
sensor.
We processed the ground spectral data in order to determine spectral bands combinations and
associated bandwidths that could be used on ASPIS. Due to the system characteristics (only 4
acquisition bands with limited narrow bandwidth) the “flex point wavelength” could not be used, as
part of the necessary information was lost when averaging ground spectral data over broader bands in
the red edge region. Also the area under the curve was discarded because the system was not yet
radiometrically calibrated. [41]. Instead a better vegetation index in the red-edge slope was selected, as
the mean red-edge slope that was efficiently measurable with the four broad bands.
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The fine tuning of the 4 wavelengths that best describe the proposed red-edge index maintaining
most of the information, resulted in 4 interferential filters being order, with the characteristics reported
in table 3.
Table 3. Characteristics of the interferential filters used.

Central wavelength (nm)

Transmittance (%)

FWHM ∆λ0.5
(nm)

Bandwidth 10% of
Τmax (nm)

701.0
719.3
733.5
748.5

83
80
72
83

7.8
9.5
9.2
8.9

13.0
17.3
15.0
15.7

The formulation of the red edge slope index was consequently:
∂ρ 1 4 ρ i+1 − ρ i
REMS =
≅ ∑
∂λ n i=1 λ i+1 − λ i

(1)

Figure 7. Relation between the plant protein content and two vegetation indexes: REMS
(left side) and NDVI (right side). Data from two different calibration fields, three wheat
cultivars and four fertilization levels have been grouped into equal protein classes, thus
only horizontal bar is reported, as the standard deviation of the measurements falling in
each protein class. Leaf protein content was calculated on the basis of nitrogen
concentration determinations made by NIR.

where REMS = Red Edge Mean Slope, ρi and λi are reflectance and wavelength for the band i and n is
the number of spectral bands used (4 in this case). Figure 7 (left side) shows the relationship between
the REMS index and the leaf nitrogen content measured on the basis of the ground measurements
described above. Horizontal bars account there not only for the uncertainty of the estimation, but also
for variability in the response of the wheat cultivars, fertilization levels, and also soil conditions of the
experimental plots planted in different areas. Despite such heterogeneity the proposed index was still
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able to explain 79% of the variance, thus resulting to be a potentially very good predictor of leaf
nitrogen content in ‘real world’ conditions. The relationship between NDVI and protein content is
shown in the right panel of figure 7, where the saturation shape that makes NDVI not a suitable index
for this study, is clearly detectable.
3.2. Airborne measurements
The flight over the Cerignola calibration was made on April 14th 2003, at the beginning of the ear
emergence stage.
The overflight was made under clear sky conditions, at 600 meter above ground with a resultant
pixel geometric resolution of about 0.5 meters. During the flight, 10 plants samples were taken from
each sub-plot and leaf nitrogen content was determined as described previously. In addition, the grain
protein content was measured also after harvest
The REMS index was calculated for each of the 12 sub-plots on the basis of a total of 10 images. To
limit the bidirectional reflectance effect to the index calculation, only the central part of each image
was used to calculate REMS, with a FOV of about 8 degree around the nadir axis (figure 8). In each of
the 10 images there were always 2 or more sub-plots falling in the sub-area considered (white square in
figure 8). For each sub-plot, all the pixels available (commonly between 700 and 12000 in each frame)
in the whole set of images have been used to calculate the mean REMS index value.
Figure 8. Example of ASPIS calibration filed false colours composition image. The
white square indicates the part of the images used in the index calculation to reduce the
bidirectional reflectance effect.
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3.3. Results and Discussion
The correlation between the REMS index calculated using the ASPIS images and the leaf protein
content is shown in figure 9. Also in this case, leaf nitrogen was converted into protein using a simple
multiplying factor [28]. The vegetation index explains 50% of the protein content variance but the
result is based on 11 and not 12 sub-plots since protein content determination in one individual plot
was not reliable. Such error occurred in one sub-plot was also detected in the subsequent comparison
between leaf and grain protein content; the residuals in the protein content prediction have a standard
deviation of about 0.73 while the residual for the sub-plot with problems is 2.4 times larger than three
time the standard deviation (not shown here).
Figure 9. Relation between REMS index calculated using the ASPIS images and the
plants protein content for the different sup-fields

The relationship between wheat grain protein content measured after harvest and REMS index is
shown in the left panel of figure 10. Better correlation compared to that reported in figure 9 is likely
due to a lower uncertainty in the protein content determination (protein content determination after
harvest is more representative of the spatial heterogeneity). It is also interesting to observe that the
correlation between post-harvest grain protein content and remotely sensed data is slightly higher and
significant than the correlation with the plant protein content measured with samples (r2 0.65 vs 0.62,
p=0.001 vs p<0.005, figure 10 right side).
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Figure 10. Relations between grain protein content measured after yield and REMS
from ASPIS (left side) and plant protein content (right side).

This result is interesting because it suggests that it is possible to obtain a first assessment of durum
wheat protein content well before harvest, with at least the same accuracy that can be obtained with the
classic filed sampling method, but with the obvious advantages of the remote sensing techniques, like,
for instance, the homogeneous applicability to large regions and the cost effectiveness. This is also
confirmed by other studies that, although difficult to compare directly with this application, have
demonstrated that spectral reflectance measurements can be used effectively to predict grain yield and
protein content [42-44].
It is important to highlight here that the application which has been illustrated is just a first example
that need further analysis and refinements, although the results obtained are interesting and promising.
For instance, new indices should be considered and added to the analysis, like the VIs based on the
green and NIR wavelength that are closely related to the chlorophyll content since those consider also
the greenness of the canopy [41, 45]. At the same time, once the sensor is radiometrically calibrated, it
will be important to test the correlation between airborne vegetation index and protein content flying
over different calibration fields in the region. Despite those limitations, this application is a good
example of operational uses of airborne remote sensing in an area where this technique is still not
popular and where there is an obvious economic advantage compared to the traditional field survey
methods.
4. Conclusions
In this paper a new airborne multispectral sensor has been described. The main characteristics of the
ASPIS system are the flexibility and the low construction and operational costs. Together with the
sensor description a first application has been presented, too. Although this is a preliminary test and
further developments are clearly required needed, it is a classical example of an application field where
airborne remote sensing can be a very useful operational tool, if economically sustainable and a
relatively simple data processing protocol.
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Disadvantage of airborne remote sensing, with respect to satellite remote sensing, are commonly the
additional geometric correction needed due to aircraft movement correction, and the number of images
to be processed is much higher respect to satellites for the same areas. However there are applications
in which high accuracy is not required and where sensors like ASPIS could represent a good
compromise between cost and quality. The application of ASPIS to estimate the wheat protein content
has been illustrated in detail, and empirical relationships have been considered to account for the
variability due to different cultivars, different fertilization strategies and soils, thus potentially allowing
the application of this method at the regional scale to produce maps of the wheat quality.
Airborne remote sensing is becoming more and more popular and used and in this special issue
another sensor is presented [46]. This hyperspectral sensor (AVIS-2) is somehow complementary to the
one presented in this paper: in fact, both the sensors are useable with simple and flexible platforms, but
while the AVIS has higher spectral resolution (64 bands with bandwidth of 7.3 nm), the ASPIS has
higher geometric resolution (since limited only by the flight altitude) and gives the possibility to obtain
stereo images with 80% overlap that can be used to derive surface elevation models.
The ASPIS system has been used also in other applications like the wildfire burned area mapping in
the Lazio region [47] and the mapping of chestnut phyto-pathologies in central Italy [48] that have
been useful also to understand the main problems of the sensor and possible improvements. For
example, the 4 independent lenses (practically 4 independent cameras with in theory parallel view axis)
can lead to problems in the spectral images overlapping since, although very small, divergences or
convergences of the 4 view axis are inevitable and additional processing then is required. For this
reason a new version of the sensor is currently under development where only one lens and a beam
splitters system will be used. Also the CCD will be replaced with more efficient models that have
become available to compensate the loose of light given by the beam splitter.
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